Over the last few decades, there have been two parallel streams of driving behaviour research: 3 models using trajectory data collected from the field (using video recordings, GPS, etc.) and 4 models using data from the driving simulators (where the behaviours of the drivers are recorded in 5 controlled laboratory conditions). While the former source of data is more realistic, it lacks 6 information about the driver and is typically not suitable for testing effects of future vehicle 7 technologies and traffic scenarios. On the other hand, driving behaviour models developed using 8 driving simulator data may lack behavioral realism. However, there has not been any previous 9 study which compares these two different streams of mathematical models and investigates the 10 transferability of the models developed using driving simulator data to real field conditions in a 11 rigorous manner. The present paper aims to fill in this research gap by investigating the 12 transferability of the car-following models between a driving simulator and two comparable 
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Microscopic driving behaviour models are typically developed using two types of data, (a) driving parameters between the driving simulator and the real traffic. It may be noted that in addition to 26 these two sources, naturalistic driving data collected using instrumented vehicles (e.g UDRIVE 27 (7), SHRP2 (8) etc.) have also been used in research, but given the high costs involved, the 28 availability of these data are still very limited. Moreover, similar to the driving simulator data, the 29 naturalistic data are likely to be prone to behavioural incongruence; and similar to the field data, 30 the external variables are often not fully controllable and it is not possible to test the effects of 31 hypothetical scenarios.
32
There have been several previous researches on validation of driving behaviour observed in the 33 driving simulator using isolated measures (e.g. speed, acceleration, reaction time, etc.). For case than in the simulator and have hence failed to demonstrate absolute validity. Bella et al. (11) 43 conducted a simulator validation study comparing drivers' speeds, in a deceleration lane and also 44 found though relative validity was satisfactory in all scenarios, the differences in the mean speeds 45 were significantly high in the simulator in non-demanding configurations (e.g. in presence of 46 curves with large radius). This was assumed to stem from the different risk perception on the Papadimitriou and Choudhury simulated road as opposed to the real road. A similar study conducted from Yan et al. (12) , 1 simulated a real signalized intersection, comparing drivers' speed behaviours in both cases. Lee (6) analysed the behaviour of older 17 drivers in driving simulator and on-road experiments and found significant positive association 18 between the two driving performance indices (developed using principal component analyses) and
19
after adjustment for age and gender of the drivers, was able to explain over two-thirds of the 20 variability of the on-road driving performance indices.
21
Majority of the validation studies thus confirm relative validity, though the findings regarding the condition. This paper aims to fill in this critical research gap.
27
The objective of this paper is to investigate the transferability of the car-following models between 28 a driving simulator and real traffic scenarios. In this regard, a state-of-the-art car-following model 29 is re-estimated using two sets of microscopic traffic data extracted from video recordings of real 30 traffic: one from the UK and the other one from the US (referred as Field Model UK and Field
31
Model US respectively) and trajectory data from a comparable scenario in the driving simulator 32 (referred as Sim Model). The performances of the models have been examined independently by 33 using informal tests (i.e. signs and values of the parameter estimates) and formal tests of statistical 34 differences (e.g. t-tests of parameter equality (16) and Transferability Test Statistic (17)).
35
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 focuses on the datasets, Section 3 36 outlines the details of the model structure, Section 4 presents the estimation results of the proposed 37 models and Section 5 focuses on the transferability analyses. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the 38 conclusions and suggests future research actions.
40

DATA
41
The following three secondary datasets have been used in this research: The simulator data has been derived from an experimental study in the University of Leeds 7 Driving Simulator (UoLDS), one of the most advanced driving simulators in Europe. UoLDS has a 8 Jaguar S-type vehicle cab (see Figure 1a ) with all driver controls fully operational. The vehicle's 9 internal Control Area Network (CAN) is used to transmit driver control information between the 10 Jaguar and a network of nine high performance computers that manages the complete simulation.
11
Control feedback is generated so that the driver seated in the cab feels (steering and pedal loading), 12 sees (dashboard instrumentation) and hears (engine, transmission and environmental noise) an 13 appropriate simulation of the driving environment (Figure 1b) The experiment included forty participants (20 females, 20 males) aged between 19 to 83 years. similarity with the field scenario (described in 2.1.2), only part of the data that had no disruption, 32 similar network topography and traffic flow levels as the field data has been used in this study.
33
Since, the focus of the study is on car-following behavior, the lanes affected by road closure The disggregate vehicle trajectory data collected between J42-J43 of the M1 motorway network in 6 the UK has been used as the first source of field data. The data was collected in May 2013 from an 7 over-bridge located 620m downstream from J42 and the trajectory data was extracted using a 8 semi-automated vehicle trajectory extractor application by Lee et al. (20) . Due to the camera angle 9 and features of the trajectory extraction software, only data from the first 320m was found to be 10 usable. The details of the data collection and processing have been reported by Kusuma et al. (21) .
11
The road section constitutes of five traffic lanes (Figure 3) . Since, the focus of this research is on 
Comparison 9
Though a conscious effort has been made to maximize the similarity between the simulator and the 10 field datasets, since they are all secondary datasets, there are some differences. It may be noted that 11 even in a primary data collection using the driving simulator, even though the traffic flow rates and 12 the behavior of the ambient traffic are controllable, since the speeds and accelerations are driven 13 by the decisions taken by the participant, the observed speed and acceleration distributions are not 14 fully controllable.
15
The key aggregate characteristics of the three datasets are presented in Table 1 . Figure 5 presents 16 the comparison between the distributions of the key variables in the three datasets.
17
As seen in Table 1 and Figure 5 , the average speeds of the drivers are higher in the UoLDS data 18 compared to the Field Data US. This is not unusual since in the simulator environment, though the 19 participants have been instructed to drive as they would do in real roads, there is no actual risk of 20 potential injury. This may encourage the driver to drive aggressively. It may be noted though that 21 the difference was found to be much smaller between the UoLDS data and the Field Data UK.
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Moreover, though the mean acceleration/deceleration levels in all three datasets had similarity, the 23 driving simulator data revealed a larger clustering around the mean value. This is not unexpected 24 given the much smaller number of drivers in the Sim Data. In all three datasets, accelerations close 25 to 0 was found to have higher proportions (see Table 1 and Figure 5 ).
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Concerning the distribution of the time headway, the UoLDS and the Field Data UK had flatter 27 distributions compared to the Field Data US, but values from 2 sec to 4 sec appeared to be the most 28 frequent in all three data sets (see Figure 5 ). It may be noted that in all three datasets, time headway 29 values have been restricted to the upper bound (=5 sec) due to adopted definition of the 30 car-following regime. Overall, though the three datasets had significant similarities in terms of 31 geometry and flow levels, the speeds, accelerations and headways had significant variations. The longitudinal movement decisions of the driver tend to vary significantly depending on the 7 headway with the front vehicle. The acceleration models therefore typically have 2 states:
(a) car-following regime (constrained driving conditions)
10
(b) free-flow regime (unconstrained driving conditions)
11
The model structure used in this study is derived from Ahmed's study (25), which was practically 12 an extension of the earlier stimulus-response studies such as Subramanian's (26) and Gazis et al.
13
(27). In the stimulus-reponse framework, the subject driver accelerates/decelerates in response to 14 the stimulus (generally the speed difference) of the vehicle in the front (leader). The sensitivity 15 towards this stimulus can vary among the drivers and for the same driver on different situations.
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Due to reaction time (typically between 0.5 to 3 seconds), there is a time lag between the stimulus 17 and the observed actions (accelerations/ decelerations). Ahmed's (25) model extended this basic 18 model by making it more flexible by assuming non-linear functions for the sensitivity function.
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The stimulus part is typically a function related to the leader's relative speed (see Equation 1):
Where, leader and the subject driver is positive, which essentially means that the leader drives faster than 28 the follower and (ii) when the difference is negative, which means that the follower drives faster 29 than the leader. The first case refers to acceleration conditions, whereas the second to deceleration.
31
The overall car-following acceleration is given by:
However, it should be clarified that the correspondence to positive and negative stimuli may be The sensitivity part is a function related to the explanatory variables such as subject vehicle speed, 1 space and time headway, relative speed, etc.
2
The general formulation can be expressed as follows: = random error term of driver n at time t;
, that is, the random error is assumed to be distributed normally.
11
The model assumes that the correlations between acceleration decisions from the same driver over 12 time are captured only by the reaction time. The observations of the same driver are therefore 13 independent conditional on the reaction time. Under this assumption, the probability density 14 function of the car-following acceleration and car-following deceleration are given by:
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The distribution of the combined car-following model is given by:
The trajectory data constitutes as series of acceleration decisions of the same driver. The 19 acceleration profile of the driver can be expressed as follows:
Where, Tn is the number of observations of driver n. Assuming the observations of different drivers 22 are independent, the log-likelihood function (conditional on reaction time) is presented by 23 Equation (5).
The unconditional likellihoods can be derived by integrating the function over the reaction 27 time distribution and the model parameters can be derived by maximizing this likelihood function.
29
Evaluating Models Performance and Transferability
30
Review of literature revealed several formal statistical tests of transferability (28) found to be most widely used and selected for this study.
The t-tests of individual parameter equality compares the individual pairs of coefficients by testing 1 the t-stat for absolute difference between the parameter estimates of equivalent variables between 2 the two models (e.g. of Galbraith and Hensher's study, (16) ). The t-stat differences can be 3 expressed as follows: 
RESULTS
28
The development of the models aimed to achieve three key objectives, and k is the number of estimated parameters.
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The final estimation results are presented in Table 2 . It may be noted that a couple of additional variables have also been tested but not included in the 23 final models. These include the current and lagged speed and acceleration of the driver, the type of 24 the front vehicle, the type of the subject vehicle type and traffic density. The coefficients of these 25 variables were found to be non-intuitive and insignificant. 
Estimation Results of the Sim Model (Driving simulator data) 1
The car-following acceleration model estimated using the driving simulator data is defined as Whereas, the estimated car-following deceleration model is:
As can be seen in Table 2 and equations (11) Regarding, the time headway, as expected, the drivers tend to be less sensitive to the same stimulus 29 as the time headway gets larger. On the other hand, in deceleration model, it can be concluded that 30 drivers tend to decelerate more to the same stimulus when the time headway reduces. That could 31 be logically justified for the reason that drivers' safety concerns grow when the time headway 32 decreases, by making them to decelerate so as to obtain again a safe headway from leader vehicle.
33
Most of the parameters are significant at 95% level of confidence, except for time headway. This 34 t-stat. value of this variable is equal to 0.26 and this may be related to low time headway variability 35 in driving simulator data (see Figure 5 ). This has however been retained for comparison purposes 36 since the time headway was found to be a statistically significant variable in the Field Model US. 
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According to the sensitivity analysis it is apparent that the mean acceleration (deceleration) is not 11 substantially affected in magnitude by time headway. On the contrary, relative speeds have larger 12 impacts on acceleration-deceleration magnitudes.
14
Estimation Results of the Field Model UK (Real Traffic Data from M1, UK)
15
The car-following acceleration model estimated using field data from the UK is as follows: Whereas, the estimated car-following deceleration model is as follows:
Similar to the Sim Model, signs of all parameters of the Field Model UK have the expected logical 12 signs. Further, all model parameters are statistically significant at 95% level of confidence apart 13 from the coefficient of time headway which was insignificant also in the Sim Model. However, the 14 parameter has been retained as the sign is intuitive and the corresponding parameter has been 15 found to be statisitically significant in the Field Model US.
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Regarding the stimulus part of the model, both car-following acceleration and decelerations 17 increase with relative speeds. It may be noted that these parameters are much larger in magnitude headway parameter is slightly larger for deceleration compared to acceleration as expected since 26 acceleration only leads to speed advantage whereas, deceleration is prompted by collision 27 avoidance (safety). It may be noted that the similar trend has been observed for Sim Model as well.
28
The following Figure 6 shows the sensitivity analysis, presenting the performance of the models.
29
The default values set assumed to be: relative speed = 0.7 or (-0.7) m/s and time headway equal to 30 2.3 sec. These numbers derived from the corresponding mean values in the sample dataset. An 31 attempt has been made to keep the sensitivity analysis in low values of acceleration-deceleration, 32 so as to highlight the drivers' behaviours under these crucial and sensitive constrained traffic 33 conditions.
34
According to Figure 7 . the drivers are extremely sensitive to the changes in the relative speed, both The estimated car-following acceleration usung field data is as follows: Whereas, the estimated car-following deceleration model is as follows: from the constant for acceleration (which is statistically significant at 90% level of confidence). The following Figure 8 shows the sensitivity analysis, presenting the performance of the models.
23
The default values set assumed to be: relative speed = 0.7 or (-0.7) m/s and time headway equal to 
MODEL COMPARISON AND TRANSFERABILITY
7
As mentioned, two forms of formal transferability tests have been conducted: the t-tests of 8 individual parameter equality (parameter level transferability) and TTS (model level 9 transferability).
11
Comparison of the model parameters and t-stat differences (as presented in the last two columns of The Transferability Test Statistic (TTS) results are summarized in Table 3 . However, it may be noted that the results need to be used with caution since the two field datasets 1 have been collected and processed by different teams using different hardware and software. datasources (e.g. high precision GPS data).
8
The results also have some other limitations -mainly due to the nature of the secondary data used 9 in the two different environments (real roads and simulation). For instance, though care has been 10 taken to maximize the similarity between the Sim and the Field datasets, differences in speeds,
11
accelerations and headways (partially arising from differences in congestion levels) have been 12
observed. This is in line with previous studies on driving simulator validation though, where the 13 drivers have been observed to drive at higher speeds in the driving simulator in similar speed limits 14 and congestion levels. Primary data collection in the driving simulator, can however help to 15 minimize these differences.
16
Further, the models developed as part of the study ignores the heterogeneity among the drivers in The research is partially supported by the Next Generation Driving Behaviour Model (NG-DBM) 
